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Pressure 
by Jude Bridge 

I told her to take them from his LEFT side but the bitch didn’t listen and now I’ve 

got a whole bunch of ultrasound pics that I can’t use on any of my channels because 

his ear sticks out on the right side. Don’t they TRAIN these people? I’ll have to go 

back for more photos or get LEON to PHOTOSHOP them but he’s always flat out 

changing backgrounds and removing BLEMISHES and whitening TEETH. Being 

married to a GRAFFIC DESIGNA should have some benefits. He said I should learn 

Photoshop myself so I said he should try cooking delicious and nutritious GLUTEN-

FREE VEGAN meals sometimes and he said it’s my choice to cook that shit and he’d 

be happy with UBER EATS, and the kids would probably enjoy a pizza that wasn’t 

covered in nut cheese and tofu. I WOULD learn Photoshop but I’m too BUSY 

packing the kids’ BPA-free lunchboxes and washing their uniforms and being 

PREGNANT and updating my BLOG and my VLOG and working on the BABY 

CLOGS I’m making from recycled worm castings. I’ve got over a THOUSAND  

pre-orders and the local earthworms aren’t working to capacity, I’m importing two 

hundred from a rainforest in ECUADOR and GOD KNOWS how they’ll make it 

through customs and the IMPORT TAX will be huge. And there’s a possibility that 

some will DIE in transit and I don’t want to be responsible for the death of an 

animal, particularly a WORM, that doesn’t have a bad bone in its body. So there’s 

that to worry about and I still have to EXERCISE and SOCIALISE and PIORITISE, 

all while incubating a watermelon with a BUNG EAR. If they could do cosmetic 

surgery in the womb it would save a lot of tears. Not that I don’t love my unborn 

son, my BABY BUMP, my little MUNCHKIN, he’s my inspiration, and he is so 

BLESSED to have me as a mother. My followers call me an EARTH MOTHER and a 

YUMMY MUMMY, which is flattering, but I don’t accept labels that I haven’t 

attached to myself.  
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 Sometimes, after a VLOG that doesn’t catch on, or when one of the kids says 

they’d rather be dead than have me as a mother, I just want to shut out the world 

and to hell with the coconut and blueberry muffins and the eco-friendly dog bed but 

I would never DISSAPOINT MY FOLLOWERS. 

 


